
DISPLACEMENTS GRADIENTS OF CANTILEVER AND DOUBLY SUPPORTED STEEL I-BEAMS AT BENDING

Abstract: Isosurfaces of displacements gradients of cantilever and doubly supported steel I-beams loaded with concentrated and distributed forces were obtained by a computer simulation. Displacement gradient of the beams material (nine components) is presented by the deformation coefficient. The most uniform displacement of the I-beams material was determined along the xZ plane.
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Introduction

Variable bending moment and constant shear force occur in a cross section of loaded cantilever single supported beams. Bending moment is resultant of elementary moments arising as a result of the action of longitudinal elastic forces. Shear force is resultant of tangential forces of elasticity. Arising shear stresses prevent shear of material layers in the loaded doubly supported beam. Shear stresses are zero on a surface.

The beams must have sufficiently rigidity. The longitudinal axis of the beam is bent at the action of shear forces. Each cross section has vertical and horizontal displacement as the result of the beam deformation. The researches of elastoplastic deformations of the I-beams were carried out in the works [1 – 7].

The computer simulation was used in this article for determining of the cross sections displacement of the I-beam throughout the volume at bending.

Materials and methods

The steel I-beams were subjected to bending. Four I-beams were fixed on one support; five I-beams were fixed on two supports. Concentrated or distributed forces and concentrated moment were applied on the I-beams. These loads acted on different parts of the I-beams span.

The full information about the methods of the computer research of stress-strain state of the I-beams material is presented in the works [8 – 10].

Results and discussion

The layers displacement of the I-beams material at bending is presented by gradient. The color contours (the isosurfaces) of gradient show a displacement direction of the material layers of the deformed I-beam.

The isosurfaces of displacement gradient of the cantilever and doubly supported steel I-beams at bending are presented in the Fig. 1 – 9.

The first four cantilever beams have the displacement direction of the material layers from the support. Maximum intensity of the layers displacement of material occurs at the action of distributed force on the upper flange of the I-beam. Displacement gradient is expressed by the deformation coefficient. Displacement gradient has the minimum values at the action of concentrated moment.

The changes of displacement gradient of the material layers of the I-beam along the main coordinate axes were considered in the polar coordinate system. The graphs are presented for the second loading scheme of the I-beam, since maximum deformation of material occurs in it.
Figure 1 – Displacement gradient, xX component: A – the first scheme; B – the second scheme; C – the third scheme; D – the fourth scheme; E – the fifth scheme; F – the sixth scheme; G – the seventh scheme; H – the eighth scheme; I – the ninth scheme.
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**Figure 2** – Displacement gradient, $xy$ component: A – the first scheme; B – the second scheme; C – the third scheme; D – the fourth scheme; E – the fifth scheme; F – the sixth scheme; G – the seventh scheme; H – the eighth scheme; I – the ninth scheme.
Figure 3 – Displacement gradient, xZ component: A – the first scheme; B – the second scheme; C – the third scheme; D – the fourth scheme; E – the fifth scheme; F – the sixth scheme; G – the seventh scheme; H – the eighth scheme; I – the ninth scheme.
Figure 4 – Displacement gradient, yX component: A – the first scheme; B – the second scheme; C – the third scheme; D – the fourth scheme; E – the fifth scheme; F – the sixth scheme; G – the seventh scheme; H – the eighth scheme; I – the ninth scheme.
Figure 5 – Displacement gradient, $y$ component: $A$ – the first scheme; $B$ – the second scheme; $C$ – the third scheme; $D$ – the fourth scheme; $E$ – the fifth scheme; $F$ – the sixth scheme; $G$ – the seventh scheme; $H$ – the eighth scheme; $I$ – the ninth scheme.
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Figure 6 – Displacement gradient, yZ component: A – the first scheme; B – the second scheme; C – the third scheme; D – the fourth scheme; E – the fifth scheme; F – the sixth scheme; G – the seventh scheme; H – the eighth scheme; I – the ninth scheme.
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Figure 7 – Displacement gradient, zX component: A – the first scheme; B – the second scheme; C – the third scheme; D – the fourth scheme; E – the fifth scheme; F – the sixth scheme; G – the seventh scheme; H – the eighth scheme; I – the ninth scheme.
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Figure 8 – Displacement gradient, zY component: A – the first scheme; B – the second scheme; C – the third scheme; D – the fourth scheme; E – the fifth scheme; F – the sixth scheme; G – the seventh scheme; H – the eighth scheme; I – the ninth scheme.
Figure 9 – Displacement gradient, \( zZ \) component: A – the first scheme; B – the second scheme; C – the third scheme; D – the fourth scheme; E – the fifth scheme; F – the sixth scheme; G – the seventh scheme; H – the eighth scheme; I – the ninth scheme.
The value and the direction of the layers displacement of the I-beam material are different along the coordinate axes. The range of variation of displacement gradient is minimum along the X-axis (the beam width); the ranges of variation of displacement gradient are maximum along the axes Y and Z (the height and the length of the beam). The uniform distribution of displacement gradient of material was determined along the Z-axis.

**Conclusion**

The type of load affects the direction and intensity of deformation of the material layers of the I-beam. Distributed load leads to increasing of intensity of the layers displacement of material, and concentrated load leads to increasing of the value of the deformation coefficient of the I-beam material. The I-beam width changes in the less degree.
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